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Democratizing Money?

Debating Legitimacy in Monetary
Reform Proposals

A lack of confidence in monetary and financial institutions after the recent

financial crash has led to a resurgence of public debate on the topic of

monetary reform, reaching a level of political prominence not seen since

the period after the Great Depression. Whether privatizing money with

Bitcoin, regionalizing it with local currencies or turning it into a state

monopoly with either ‘Sovereign Money’ or ‘Modern Monetary Theory’,

the only economic utopians able to draw public attention in our post-crash

world seem to bemonetary reformers.DemocratizingMoney? provides the

first proper economic analysis of thesemodernmonetary reformproposals,

exposing their flaws and fallacies through critical examination. From

academics studying the political economy of finance to economic

sociologists studying financial institutions, this book will appeal to

students and scholars interested in monetary reform proposals and the

viability of alternative currency systems – and, more broadly, to readers

seeking a contemporary understanding of what money is and how it works

today.

beat weber is an economist at the European Affairs and International

Financial Organizations Division of Oesterreichische Nationalbank, and

a PhD candidate in political economy at the University of Kassel. He co-

authored The Political Economy of Financial Market Regulation (2006),

as well as publishing a number of books and articles in German on the

political economy of finance, and now devotes his research to investigating

monetary governance and alternative currencies.
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Preface

This book is the result of both surprise and curiosity. I admit to not

being among those who predicted the outbreak and extent of the global

financial crisis of 2007–09. In the aftermath of the crisis came surprise

about the turn taken by much of the debate within the public sphere on

lessons to be learned from the event. An obsession with the monetary

system has spread that does not always contribute to improved public

knowledge. As a powerful symbol for the economic system, money has

become a projection screen for all kinds of desires for social change.

The common saying that ‘money is the root of all evil’ has been given

a literal interpretation, with money creation perceived by many people

as a key determinant of both economic problems and their solution.

In many of the resulting debates, political deadlock over finding new

models for economic development and the proper use of regulatory and

fiscal policy has been reinterpreted as a sign of their minor importance

compared to money creation.

A further surprise I experienced was the existing social science

literature’s weak response to this challenge. There is certainly no

oversupply in proper treatments of money in economics and related

disciplines. Where it is treated at all, significant difficulties in

analytically capturing money’s institutional realities are widespread.

This state of affairs has contributed to an impression among the general

public that the process of money creation is a black box containing

secrets deliberately hidden from public view.

These surprises have fed my curiosity about how money really

works, what the macroeconomic and political economy rationales for

its current institutional setup are and how popular proposals for

monetary reform fit into this picture. For the resulting endeavour,

I have drawn on economic theory and related social science

disciplines in order to reflect the multidimensional character of

discussions about money and its possible reform.
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At a time when the need for change seems to be more urgent than

ever, a book focused on criticizing a few specific proposals for change

without submitting any exciting counterproposals or policy advicemay

seem untimely. The modest contribution to change that this book can

hope to make is to promote a more realistic understanding of the

current economic system as a basis for any thinking about changing

it, and maybe to encourage some supporters of change to focus their

efforts on more fruitful policy areas than money creation.

While taking a critical view on proposals for monetary reform as

discussed in the following pages, I have learned a lot through my

engagement with them. I am aware that it is always easier to criticize

a proposal than to develop a constructive model for reform.

This work is informed by institutional structures and debates in

contemporary OECD countries. I realize there may be limits in

applying it to substantially different contexts.

The structure of this book is simple. The Introduction positions our

topic. In this book, only those instruments that function as units of

account, means of payment and most liquid store of value in an

economy are called ‘money’. Money is only one form of wealth

among others; the two terms therefore differ in important respects.

Money creation is not unilateral wealth creation. While there are

various potential perspectives on money, this work focuses on

money’s creation and the conditions for its legitimate governance.

Chapter 1 introduces the main theoretical tools and debates which

contribute to our analytical framework. Chapter 2 applies the resulting

framework to the current monetary system in order to understand its

functioning. Chapter 3 describes the post-crisis context which gave rise

to the emergence of various theories and movements in support of

monetary reform.

Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7 each present one such monetary reform

proposal, contextualize it and put it to critical scrutiny. The final

chapter concludes, based on a comparative assessment of the

proposals discussed previously.

In writing this book, I have benefited from comments on various

parts of the manuscript by Hans-Jürgen Burchardt, Dirk Ehnts,

Markus Griesser, Käthe Knittler, Stefan Schmitz, Martin Summer,

Joscha Wullweber and two anonymous reviewers. During my

research, I had the pleasure of learning from discussions and the

unique atmosphere generated by students and teachers of political

viii Preface
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economy at the University of Kassel and a number of academic

conferences. This book is based on my dissertation, defended on

10 February 2016 at the University of Kassel’s Faculty of Social

Sciences. Special thanks go to Christoph Scherrer and Hansjörg Herr

for inspiring, guiding and supporting this work to become a doctoral

thesis. I am grateful to Phil Good at Cambridge University Press for

helping it to become a book. Finally, I want to thankmy family, friends

and colleagues for constantly reminding me both that there are

interesting books on topics other than money and that true life lies

outside books. Opinions expressed in this book are my own, and not

necessarily those of my employer.
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